Argus Energy
Data and news
on Eikon, DSS
and Elektron
Argus price assessments are widely used in
the energy industry in physical supply contracts
and for the settlement and clearing of
financial derivatives.

refinitiv.com

INTRODUCTION
Argus prices are also used as a reference in swaps markets, in mark-to-market, project finance,
taxation, royalties and risk management. Argus offers full service provision across geographies
and new assessments are created continuously to reflect changing dynamics and flows.
Take advantage of Argus data on Refinitiv to see where the markets may be heading and to plan
your next moves.
Argus provides a number of fee liable data sets and features through Eikon, DSS and Elektron. The
content is available via the dedicated Argus App and via Eikon as well.
Some of the latest additions to the app and general content are provided here.
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Key benefits:

Key features:

• Market-appropriate methodology developed in partnership
with the industry

• End-of-day prices for all international energy sectors with the
ability to analyse this data via charts and spreadsheets

• Full range of international energy market coverage

• Access to intraday deal and bid/offer information for European
oil markets via easy-to-read bulletin boards

• Industry-trusted prices, used as financial benchmarks and
physical indexes

• Live market-moving news and commentaries

• Ability to analyse cross-market developments

• End-of-day summary reports delivered via PDFs

• Intelligent, insightful commentary and opinion

• Quick and convenient access through a single desktop

• Integrity, transparency and reliability

ENHANCED NAVIGATION FOR CONTENT QUERIES
New speedguide <ARGUS>
Clients can access all Argus prices, news, Adobe PDF reports
and bulletin boards from a single screen to simplify navigation.

New Argus App
(find “Argus” in Eikon Search)
• Navigate to most popular Argus subscriptions and key
contacts and prices
• App allows users to view data in ways that they have not
done before e.g. crude outrights, differentials and VWAs
side by side
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VALUE-ADDED FUNCTIONALITIES
Charting and analysis
Eikon forward curves and seasonality charts allow users to analyze Argus data.

Price revisions
Corrections are a natural part of the price-reporting process.
Clients need to know when corrections have taken place and
what the new value is. The Corrections App displays all Argus
corrections, which can be filtered down by assessment and date.

News alerts
Receive Argus news alerts in your Interactive Map.
Analyze live and historical data in Eikon for MS Excel® with
dynamic updates.
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What’s included?
• Gasoline – Eurobob: the industry standard physical index and
derivative benchmark in northern Europe
• LPG – cif Ara large, ANSI: the industry standard physical and
derivative indexes in northern Europe; the Argus Far East
Index (AFEI) is the industry standard physical index and the
derivative benchmark in Asia for LPG; daf Brest prices are
used to price LPG rail cargoes moving into Poland
• Crude – ASCI™: the sour crude index used by Saudi Arabia,
Iraq and Kuwait for exports into the U.S.
• Coal – API 2 and API 4, produced jointly with IHS McCloskey:
used as the basis for physical supply into Europe and Asia
and for 90% of the world’s traded derivatives
• Biodiesel – the Argus FAME 0, RME, PME and SME
assessments: the standard basis for physical and
swaps deals

ABOUT ARGUS

Argus Media is a leading independent price reporting agency
covering energy markets around the world. Founded in
1970, Argus has offices in 21 countries and reports on oil,
coal, LPG, natural gas, bioenergy, emissions, power, fertilizer,
petrochemicals and metals markets as well as covering freight
and other transport issues. Argus assesses spot and forward
prices for physical and derivative markets and provides detailed
market commentary, coverage of deals done as well as analytical
news. Additional information is available at argusmedia.com

ABOUT DATASCOPE SELECT

Refinitiv DataScope Select is a strategic data delivery platform for
non-streaming content globally. The platform is a full cross-asset
offering with intelligently linked data for all Refinitiv DataScope
content, including reference data, corporate actions, legal entity
data, end-of-day/intraday pricing and Evaluated Pricing Services.
It offers three flexible data delivery interfaces – browser based,
FTP and a Web service API.

How to access it?

The content is supported in composite, end-of-day and Timeseries
extractions, with the option to access and download the daily
correction and weekend pricing files. Argus market data is fee
liable. Please contact your Refinitiv Account Manager for access
and further information.

Visit refinitiv.com
RE812728/3-19

ABOUT EIKON

Eikon delivers the complete package for successful commodity
trading and market analysis, giving you everything you need
in one place. Benefit from a combination that gives you unique
insight in the metals, energy and agriculture markets – more
relevant information in more usable forms, more quickly –
delivered via the industry’s most intuitive and flexible user
interface.

How to access?

To access Argus data on your Refinitiv desktop, simply
type ARGUS/INFO into a quote object or browser (F4) and
press ENTER.
For more information on Argus services available on your Refinitiv
desktop, please contact your local Refinitiv account manager.

ABOUT ELEKTRON

Gain access to high-quality information whenever and wherever
you need it. Elektron Real Time is a consolidated low latency
real-time data feed that delivers the greatest volume, depth, and
breadth of full tick data in the market.

How to access it?

Please contact your Refinitiv Account Manager for access and
further information.

